Emergency 2021 COVID-19 special permit trucks are allowed on the State Highway System except the restricted bridge list attached, and are not allowed on Interstates.

**End Date - Within 90 days.**
TO BE ATTACHED TO AND MADE A PART OF TRANSPORTATION PERMIT NUMBER:

STATE USE ONLY

TO BE ATTACHED TO AND MADE A PART OF TRANSPORTATION PERMIT NUMBER:

STATE USE ONLY

EFFECTIVE

See Permit Valid dates on Page 01

EXPIRES SUNSET:

See Permit Valid dates on Page 01

PERMITTEE:

PERMIT NUMBER:

ADDRESS:

PAGE 02 OF 02

PHONE #:

FAX #:

AUTHORIZED AGENT:

DATE:

AUTHORIZED STATE AGENT:

NOTES:

1. Permit End Date - Within 90 days.

2. A misdemeanor violation of 35784 CVC exists when all required accompaniments, provisions, or conditions are not met.

3. Permit is only valid on State Routes excluding restricted bridges listed, and is not valid on Interstates or County/City Roads.

   There is no available Interstate permits and the carrier must contact County or City jurisdictions for local permits.

4. This permit is only valid for loads exclusively composed of oxygen or nitrogen for medical use.

   The loads are a single cargo tank not to exceed 88,000 pounds. Other mixed cargo is not permitted.

5. Permittees are responsible for reviewing their routes to ensure no conflicts with any laws, regulations, or ordinances exist while transporting hazardous materials.

6. Route consideration shall include the requirements of Section 31303 CVC.

    OTHER OPTIONS:
    
    □ CASH
    CK/CC #: 
    □ CHAR
    DB#: 
    □ EXEM
    NO CI:
    □ NO CASH
    FEE: 

THIS RIDER DOES NOT NULLIFY NOR MAKE VOID ANY CITATION ISSUED TO THE ORIGINAL PERMIT. EXCEPT AS AMENDED ABOVE ALL OTHER ITEMS AND PROVISIONS OF THE ORIGINAL PERMIT SHALL REMAIN IN EFFECT. THIS RIDER MUST BE ATTACHED TO THE ORIGINAL PERMIT.
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